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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a soft-decision, unsupervised clus-
tering algorithm that generates semantic classes automatically
using the probability of class membership for each word, rather
than deterministically assigning a word to a semantic class. Se-
mantic classes are induced using an unsupervised, automatic
procedure that uses a context-based similarity distance to mea-
sure semantic similarity between words. The proposed soft-
decision algorithm is compared with various “hard” clustering
algorithms, e.g., [1], and it is shown to improve semantic class
induction performance in terms of both precision and recall for a
travel reservation corpus. It is also shown that additional perfor-
mance improvement is achieved by combining (auto-induced)
semantic with lexical information to derive the semantic simi-
larity distance.
Index Terms: semantic classes, unsupervised clustering

1. Introduction
Many applications dealing with textual information require
classification of words into semantic classes including lan-
guage modeling, spoken dialogue systems, speech understand-
ing and information retrieval [2]. Manual construction of se-
mantic classes is a time consuming task and often requires ex-
pert knowledge. In [3], lexico-syntactic patterns are used for
hyponyms acquisition. A semi-automatic approach is used by
[4] in order to cluster words according to a similarity metric.
In [5], an automatic procedure is described that classifies words
and concepts into semantic classes, according to the similarity
of their lexical environment. More recently, in [1], a combi-
nation of multiple metrics is proposed for various application
domains.

All of the above iterative approaches assign deterministi-
cally a word into a particular induced semantic class. In this
paper, we propose an iterative soft-decision, unsupervised clus-
tering algorithm, which instead of deterministically assigning
a word to a semantic class computes the probability of class
membership in order to generate semantic classes. The pro-
posed soft clustering algorithm is compared to the hard cluster-
ing algorithm, used in [4, 5, 1]. Various other “hard” clustering
algorithms are also evaluated that use lexical-only, or lexical
and (auto-induced) semantic information for deriving class es-
timates. It is shown that: (i) the proposed soft-clustering al-
gorithm outperforms all hard-clustering algorithms and (ii) best
results are obtained when both lexical and semantic information
are used for classification.

2. Hard Clustering Algorithm
We follow a fully unsupervised, iterative procedure for auto-
matic induction of semantic classes, consisting of aclass gen-
erator and acorpus parser[5]. The class generator, explores

the immediate context of every word (or concept) calculating
the similarity between pairs of words (or concepts) usingKL
metric, The most semantically similar words (or concepts) are
grouped together generating a set of semantic classes. Thecor-
pus parser, re-parses the corpus and substitutes the members of
each induced class with with an artificial class label. These two
components are run sequentially and iteratively over the corpus
(the process is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2 but with a hard
decision in step II).

2.1. Class Generator

Our approach relies on the idea that the similarity of context im-
plies similarity of meaning [6]. We assume that words, which
are similar in contextual distribution, have a close semantic re-
lation [4, 5]. A wordw is considered with its neighboring words
in the left and right contexts within a sequence:wL

1 w wR
1 . In

order to calculate the distance of two words,wx andwy, we use
a relative entropy measure,Kullback-Leibler(KL) distance, ap-
plied to their conditional probability distributions [4, 5, 7]. For
example, the leftKL distance is

KLL(wx, wy) =

N∑
i=1

p(wL
i |wx) log

p(wL
i |wx)

p(wL
i |wy)

(1)

whereV = (w1, w2, ..., wN ) is the vocabulary set. The simi-
larity of wx andwy is estimated as the sum of the left and right
context-dependent symmetric KL distances:

KL(wx, wy) = KLL(wx, wy) + KLL(wy, wx)+

+ KLR(wx, wy) + KLR(wy, wx)
(2)

If wx andwy are lexically equivalent, thenKL(wx, wy)=0.
Using distance metricKL the system outputs a ranked list

of pairs, from semantically similar to semantically dissimilar. In
[5], a new class label is created for each pair and the two mem-
bers are assigned to the new class. However, there is no way
to merge more than two words (or concepts) at one step which
may lead to a large number of hierarchically nested classes. In
[4], multiple pair merges are used. However, the number of pair
merges is predefined and remains constant for all system itera-
tions. These simple grouping algorithms were extended in [1]
by allowing varying number of pair merges.

For example, assume that the pairs (A,B), (A,C), (B,D)
were ranked at the top three list positions. According to the pro-
posed algorithm, the class (A,B,C,D) will be created. To avoid
over-generalizations only pairs that are rank ordered close to
each other are allowed to participate in this process. The pa-
rameter “Search Margin”,SM , defines the maximum distance
between two pairs (in the semantic distance rank ordered list)
that are allowed to be merged in a single class. Consider the
following pairs (A,B), (B,C), (E,F), (F,G), (C,D) rank-ordered



from one to five, where A, B, C, D, E, F, G represent candidate
words or classes. ForSM = 2 the classes (A,B,C) and (E,F,G)
will be generated, while forSM = 3 the classes (A,B,C,D) and
(E,F,G) will be generated. By adding the search marginSM
constraint it was observed that performance improved [1].

2.2. Corpus Parser

The corpus is re-parsed after the class generation. All instances
of each of the induced classes are replaced by a class label.
Suppose that the words “Noon” and “LA” are categorized to
the classes<time> and<city>, respectively.1 The sentence
fragment “Noon flights to LA” becomes “<time> flights to
<city>”. After the corpus re-parsing, the algorithm continues
to the next system iteration. So, the lexical type of the clustered
words is substituted by semantics and it is not present anymore
in the corpus during the next iterations.

3. Soft Clustering Algorithm
The previously described hard clustering algorithm suffers from
some drawbacks. First, a word is deterministically assigned to
only one induced class. This isolates the word from additional
candidate semantic classes. Furthermore, if the word catego-
rization is false, then the erroneous induced class is propagated
to the next class generation via the next iterations, leading to
cumulative errors. Also, as the corpus is re-parsed, lexical in-
formation is being eliminated and substituted by the imported
auto-induced semantic tags. This it is likely to produce falla-
cious semantic over-generalizations [5].

We propose a fully unsupervised, iterativesoft clustering
algorithmfor automatic induction of semantic classes. The pro-
posed algorithm follows a similar procedure as the hard cluster-
ing algorithm but alleviates the aforementioned disadvantages.
A word is soft-clustered to more than one induced class accord-
ing to a probabilistic scheme of membership computation thus
reducing the impact of classification errors. In addition, the lex-
ical nature of the corpus is preserved by equally weighting lex-
ical and derived semantic information in the distance computa-
tion metric. Thus the soft clustering algorithm combines both
lexical and induced semantic information as explained next.

3.1. Soft Class N-gram Language Model

Recall the example of Section 2.2 where the words “Noon”
and “LA” are categorized to the classes<time> and<city>,
respectively. The key idea of the proposed soft cluster-
ing algorithm allows words to belong to more than one in-
duced semantic classes. In Figure 1 each word that be-

Figure 1: Sentence fragment with multiple semantic represen-
tations after the1st iteration of class induction.

1The algorithm has no concept of these classes and the above labels
are used only for example reasons. In practice alphanumerics are used
for each semantic class as it is created.

longs to multiple classes is represented by multiple triplets
(wi, cj , p(cj |wi)), wherewi is the word itself,cj is the la-
bel of an induced semantic class (concept) andp(cj |wi) is
the probability of class membership, that is the probability
of word wi being member of classcj , as defined in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. This “soft” class assignment shown in Fig. 1 is
represented as (Noon,<time>,0.45), (Noon,<city>,0.05) and
(LA,<time>,0.075), (LA,<city>,0.425). Note that it is not re-
quired that all words are assigned to classes; in Section 3.2.2,
the multi-class soft-assignment criterion is discussed. Addi-
tionally, for all corpus words we retain the lexical form; for
each wordwi there is an (additional) triplet(wi, wi, p(wi|wi))
with fixed probabilityp(wi|wi) ≡ 0.5, e.g., (Noon,Noon,0.5),
(to,to,0.5). By design the probability mass is equally split be-
tween the lexical and semantic information, i.e., for each word
the sum of class membership probabilities over all classes is
equal to 0.5 and equal to the probability of the word retaining
its lexical form.2

A number of semantic classes are generated at every system
iteration. We define the setSn of induced classes generated
up to thenth iteration, the corpus vocabulary setV containing
all words, and their unionCn = Sn ⋃

V . Using the above
definitions we propose an n-gram language model for the class
labels and words, elements of setCn. The maximum likelihood
(ML) unigram probability estimate forcj is(

p̂(cj)
)

ML
=

∑
∀wi∈V p(cj |wi)∑
∀wi∈V
∀cj∈Cn

p(cj |wi)
(3)

i.e., the sum of class membership probabilities of every vocab-
ulary word with respect tocj . The corresponding maximum
likelihood estimate for the bigram probability of a sequencecj ,
cj+1 is(

p̂(cj+1|cj)
)

ML
=

∑
∀wi∈V p(cj+1|wi)p(cj |wi)∑

∀wi∈V p(cj |wi)
(4)

In the case of unseen bigrams we use the back-off language
modeling technique to estimate the bigram probability as fol-
lows:

p̂(cj+1|cj = backoff(cj)p̂(cj+1) (5)

The proposed soft class language model is built on both lexi-
cal and semantic context and differs somewhat from traditional
class-based language models.

3.2. Induction of Semantic Classes

The proposed system using the soft clustering algorithm works
similarly to the hard clustering system, with the addition of the
class membership calculation algorithm. The soft-clustering
algorithm consists of three stepsclass generator, membership
calculator andcorpus parser, as shown in Fig. 2. An example
1st system iteration is also shown in this figure.

3.2.1. Class Generator

First, each corpus word is transformed to the triplet format. Sec-
ond, a soft class n-gram language model is built, as defined in
Section 3.1. Then theKL distances between words are com-
puted according to Eqs. 1 and 2. Note that the probabilities
are computed using the generalized n-gram estimation Eqs. 3, 4

2Note that, as shown in Fig. 1, words that are not (yet) candidates
for any semantic class have a lexical form probability equal to one, e.g.,
(flights, flights,1).



and 5. Next a set of semantic classes is generated using the pair
merging strategy, described in Section 2.1. For each candidate
class the class membership probability is computed using the
membership calculationalgorithm outlined next.

Figure 2: Soft clustering system architecture and example iter-
ation.

3.2.2. Membership Calculator

Given the set of semantic classesSn generated at thenth

system iteration, the probability of class membership between
words and each classsj of Sn is computed. This is not done for
the entire corpus vocabulary, but only for the words that were
assigned deterministically to the classes ofSn by theclass gen-
erator. In other words, we relax the word-class hard assignment
to word-classes soft assignment but otherwise keep the iterative
process of word to class assignment as in the hard clustering
algorithm. Let the words that are assigned to classes up to it-
erationn be members of a setXn⊂V . Also, recall that each
word member ofXn is retained (assigned to itself) with fixed
probability equal to 0.5. The probability of class membership
between a word,wi, and a class (or itself),cj , is given by the
following equations:

p(cj |wi) ≡ 0.5, (6a)

if cj =wi andwi ∈ V , and

p(cj |wi) ≡
e−KL(sj ,wi)∑

∀sj∈Sn e−KL(sj ,wi)
, (6b)

wherecj ∈ Sn andwi ∈ Xn⊂V .
TheKL distance between a wordwi and a classcj = sj is

computed as follows: (i) the corpus is parsed and each word in
cj (excludingwi) is substituted by the appropriate class label,
(ii) a bigram language model is built using Eqs. 3-5, and (iii) the
KL distance is calculated using Eq. 2. Then the equations above
are applied to compute the probability of class membership.

The motivation behind Eq. 6b is that words that are seman-
tically similar to a class are member candidates for this class.
The enumerator of Equation 6b distributes exponentially less
membership probability mass to the classes that have greater
KL distance from the wordwi . The exponential form of Equa-
tion 6b has more drastic separability regarding strong and weak
class candidates compared to a linear equation. Eq. 6b is a
slightly modified reverse-sigmoid membership function, com-
monly used in fuzzy logic.

Note that the total probability of class membership for every
soft-clustered wordwi ∈ Xn equals to1, i.e.,

∑
∀cj∈Cn

p(cj |wi)=

0.5+0.5︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
∀sj∈Sn

p(cj =sj |wi) + p(cj =wi|wi)=1,

(7)
wherewi ∈ Xn. The equation implies a linear, fixed com-
bination between lexical and semantic information, which are
equally weighted. Every word ofXn is allowed to participate
into the generated classes ofSn with membership probabilities
summing to 0.5, while it is also lexically retained with a fixed
probability equal to 0.5.

3.2.3. Corpus Parser

The corpus parserre-parses the corpus and substitutes the
words in the middle field of the triplet with the appropriate
class labels, assigning the corresponding probabilities of class
membership to the third field. For example, given that the word
“Noon” was assigned to the classes<time> and<city> with
membership probabilities0.9 and0.1 respectively, it is parsed
as (Noon,<time>,0.9) and (Noon,<city>,0.1), as is shown in
Figure 1.

Additionally, every corpus word is lexically retained with
fixed probability equal to 0.5, if it was soft clustered (else 1).
For example, the word “flights” was not grouped to any induced
class by theclass generator. Thecorpus parserkeeps its’ lexi-
cal form as (flights,flights,1). For the word “Noon” for instance,
that was soft-clustered to the classes<time> and<city> the
lexical probability is 0.5.

4. Experimental Corpus and Procedure
We experimented with the ATIS corpus which consists of 1,705
transcribed utterances dealing with travel information. The total
number of words is 19,197 and the size of vocabulary is 575
words.

We studied the performance of the proposedsoft-clustering
algorithm in terms of precision and recall. We compare the soft-
clustering to thehard clusteringalgorithm where a word is as-
signed deterministically only to a single induced class [1]. Also,
we conducted a hard-clustering experiment where the semantic
classes are induced in a single iteration, henceforth referred as
lexical, In the lexical experiment, no generated labels are im-
ported to the corpus and only lexical information is exploited
for class induction. Finally, we conducted an hard-clustering
experiment wheresemanticandlexical information is combined
using equal and fixed weights of 0.5, henceforth referred as the
hard+lexical experiment. These additional experiments are in-
cluded to help us better understand the cause of improvement
of the proposed algorithm vs the one in [1]; specifically if the
improvement is due to mixing lexical and semantic information,
or using soft- instead of hard-clustering (or both).

The three components of the proposed soft-clustering al-



gorithm are run sequentially and iteratively over the corpus,
as described in Section 3.2. The following parameters must
be defined: (i) the total number of system iterations (SI), (ii)
the number of induced semantic classes per iteration (IC), and
(iii) the size of Search Margin (SM ) defined in Section 2.1.
The same iterative procedure and parameters are also followed
and defined for the hard-clustering algorithm, described in Sec-
tion 2. Regarding the lexical experiment, the class generator
of Figure 2 is run once (SI =1), generating the total required
semantic classes for evaluation.

5. Evaluation
For the evaluation procedure of the ATIS corpus, we used a
hand-crafted semantic taxonomy, consisting of 38 classes that
include a total of 308 members. Every word was assigned only
to one hand-crafted class. For experimental purposes, we gen-
erated manually characteristic “word chunks”, e.g., T W A→
T W A. Also, all of the 575 words in the vocabulary were used
for similarity computation and evaluation. An induced class is
assumed to correspond to a handcrafted class, if at least 50%
of its members are included (“correct members”) in the hand-
crafted class. Precision and recall are used for evaluation as in
[1].

Figure 3: Precision and recall ofsoft, hard, lexical and
hard+lexicalalgorithms on the ATIS corpus.

Figure 3 presents the achieved precision and recall for the
softandhard clustering algorithms, and also for thelexicaland
hard+lexical ones. Precision and recall were computed for80
induced semantic classes, usingSM=10.

The proposedsoftalgorithm generated80 classes at the3rd

iteration. During the previous two iterations we calculated the
probability of class membershipover15 induced classes (5 and
10 classes at1st and2nd iteration). Thehard andhard+lexical
algorithm was run for3 iterations, generating5 deterministic
classes at1st iteration,10 at 2nd and the rest65 classes at the
3rd iteration. During thelexical experiment 80 classes were
generated at1st iteration.

The proposedsoft algorithm (•) outperforms the other
approaches (hard (4), lexical and their combination

hard+lexical), especially for the first40 induced classes,
in terms of precision. It is also interesting that thelexical
algorithm outperforms thehard clustering algorithm (4).
Regarding recall scores, thesoft algorithm (•) is shown to
achieve consistently higher results than the other approaches.
Also the fixed combinationhard+lexical performs slightly
better than the the other two “hard” algorithm indicating that
the combination between lexical and semantic information
does provide some performance advantage.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, a soft-clustering algorithm for auto-inducing se-
mantic classes was proposed that combines lexical and semantic
information. It was shown, that the proposed algorithm outper-
forms state-of-the-art hard-clustering algorithms such as [1]. It
was also shown that most of the improvement is due to the intro-
duction of soft-clustering (via a probabilistic class-membership
function) and less so to the combination of lexical and semantic
information for class induction.

We are currently investigating the effectiveness of the
soft-clustering algorithm for various application domains, as
well as computational complexity issues (compared with hard-
clustering). We are also investigating the optimal combination
of various metrics of lexical and semantic information in the
semantic similarity distance.
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